
MINUTES OF THE PATIENT REFERENCE GROUP MEETING 

HELD ON WEDNESDAY 11TH OF JULY 2018 

 

PRESENT  Robert Kelso (Chair), Roger Watts, Sylvia Hindley, Linda Sanders, Dee Brown, Susie 

Wheaton, Louise Bond, Ed Matthews, Trudi Raby. 

APOLOGIES Bridget Kettle, Di Wodgen. 

MINUTES from previous meeting accepted. 

CQC FEEDBACK.  

Well done and excellent comments from the group.  Discussed how it is difficult to get an 

‘outstanding’ report unless it is over and above and a ‘show case’ example.  Special mention to 

Rachel, our pharmacist, who has worked with Becky W, practice nurse, in the work with chronic 

conditions in the community.  The report is now accessible on Brannam website. 

TREATMENT ROOM RECALLS (XYTAL UPDATE) 

Louise explained that the Xytal process looked at our chronic diseases recall letters (diabetes, 

asthma, COPD), to see why patients are not coming in for their reviews to look at the process and 

see where we are falling down.  Looked at what other practices were doing.  Have a letter now that 

clearly says that medication will be reduced to a fortnight supply, until a review has been done so 

encouraging patients to attend for necessary test i.e. kidney function blood test. 

Also looked at using MJOG to message patients through their mobile phones, but not telephone 

numbers are up to date as patient’s not informing the practice of changes.  We do encourage 

receptionists to check patients details if the number displayed on internal phones is displaying a 

different number to the one that is held on their records. 

So if the patient doesn’t make an appointment after the 3rd recall letter, then the prescribing girls 

will reduce quantities of medication to 14 days, if Rachel (pharmacist) deems appropriate.  This 

process is to be implemented in September and an explanation of this change will go into the 

newsletter to inform patients. 

Susie is to look into why MJOG texts out first and middle name in place of patient’s surname. 

 

CAR PARK UPDATE 

Dee met with a representative from Creative Parking who suggested automatic number recognition 

system in our car park to encourage people to use Brannam parking for appointment times only.  For 

non-compliance a fine would be sent to the patient from Creative Parking.  All agreed that the grief 

from patients and staff would not be beneficial! 



Anticipate the disabled parking slots to be available in our car park to take place once the new 

building work is complete as likely that the car park would be closed during construction, so a good 

time to then start the new car park layout. 

The plans for Belle Meadow car park have gone quiet. 

 

PATIENT ONLINE ACCESS 

The update to the online access on the website has taken place.  This now has a help and support 

button if patients are having trouble with logging in. 

Comments from the group included, having to validate email address, easy to read appointment and 

prescription process, could be more user friendly and mention of the mobile app available 

(nationally) towards the end of the year. 

Linda volunteered to meet with Susie to show the process of online access from a patient point of 

view to help facilitate ease of use. 

FRIENDS & FAMILY TEST 

Online tests all ok.  Dee has had specific complaint of a patient being asked to call into reception 

again as phone reception was breaking up, but the patient could hear clearly.  A patient had some 

bloods done at Brannam and a test wasn’t done, but the consultant had omitted to request that 

particular test.   

 

STAKEHOLDERS MEETING 

Roger reported that Steve Bracher highlighted the rise in abuse received by staff from patients and 

problems of bullying internally. Andy Ascott from Lloyds Sainsburys explained how pharmacists are 

now expected to do more with helping people with minor illnesses and medication rather than 

signposting them to the GP.  Roger expressed his disappointment as Sally Parker is giving up the 

chair of this group. 

 

Next meeting Wednesday  14th November 

 

 

 

 

 


